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Abstract. Pattern matching is one of the most attractive features of
functional programming languages. Recently, pattern matching has been
applied to programming languages supporting the main current object
oriented features. In this paper, we present a static type analysis based
on the abstract interpretation framework aimed at proving the exhaus-
tiveness of pattern matchings and the safety of type casts. The analysis
is composed by two distinct abstract domains. The first domain collects
information about dynamic typing, while the second one tracks the types
that an object cannot be instance of. The analysis has been implemented
and applied to all the Scala library. The experimental results underline
that our approach scales up since it analyzes a method in 90 msec in
average. In addition, the analysis is precise in practice as well, since we
prove the exhaustiveness of 42% of pattern matchings and 27% of the
type casts without any manual annotation on the code.
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1 Introduction

Pattern matching is recognized to be one of the most expressive features of func-
tional programming languages. Extending its full expressiveness to programming
languages supporting the current object oriented features is not straightforward
[12]. In fact, features like inheritance and information hiding are not supported
by the functional pattern matching, since it dealt with algebraic data types.
Nevertheless, recent work [14, 26] introduced pattern matching in programming
languages supporting the main current object oriented features as F# [1] and
Scala [23]. In addition, some extensions of Java supporting pattern matching
appeared in the last few years [16, 24]. Pattern matching checks if an expression
respects a given pattern looking at an ordered list of case expressions. One of
the most common case expressions is the type case: we select the case to ap-
ply following the dynamic type of the expression. Consider the Scala program
in Figure 1. The content of argument x is matched with respect to its type: if
it is an instance of Something, the method returns the string representing the
contained value. Otherwise, the type of x is None, and extract returns the empty
string.



Languages like F# and Scala are compiled into a bytecode language (for
instance, MSIL [11] or Java bytecode [18]) that supports the main imperative
features. Thus type cases in pattern matching are translated into type tests and
casts. For instance, the body of method extract in Figure 1 is translated into
the code in Figure 2 by the Scala compiler [13]. Note that information about
generics is erased. This code can be easily optimized adopting a specific static

abstract sealed class Option[T]
final case class Something[T](val y : T) extends Option[T]
final case object None extends Option[Nothing]

def extract [T](x : Option[T]) : String = x match {
case Something(y) => return y.toString();
case None => return ””;

}

Fig. 1: Pattern matching with type cases

1 String extract (Option x) {
2 if (x instanceOf Something)
3 return ((Something) x).y. toString ();
4 else if (x instanceOf None)
5 return ””;
6 else throw new MatchError ();
7 }

Fig. 2: Results of Scala compilation

analysis. When x instanceof Something is false, we know that x instanceof None
is always true. In fact, the static type of x is Option, this class is abstract, and
the only two classes that extend it are Something and None. Note that Option
is declared as sealed. In Scala, a sealed class can be extended only by classes
that are defined in the same source file. Therefore we know that Option cannot
be extended by external code, and we can conclude that the if statement at
line 4 is always evaluated to true. In addition, we know that the statement
throw new MatchError() is unreachable, that is the pattern matching contained
by the original Scala program is exhaustive. Finally, the type cast at line 3 is
safe.



(a) Type hierarchy (b) Static typing

(c) Dynamic typing DT (d) Not-instance-of domain NT

Fig. 3: Type system and abstract domains

1.1 Contribution

The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of two new abstract
domains in order to capture precise information on the types of variables. The
two main goals of our analysis are precision and efficiency. Precision is achieved
through the development of abstract domains focused on the properties of inter-
est, that is, exhaustiveness of pattern matching and safety of casts. Efficiency is
achieved through a modular analysis. For this reason, our approach is based on
the Design-by-Contract (DbC) methodology [21]. This means that when we an-
alyze a method call we rely on class invariants, pre and post conditions. Thanks
to this approach, we do not need to analyze the whole program, but we can
analyze a method alone relying on its contracts. In a similar way, we rely on
language constructs like sealed in Scala in order to be sure that a class cannot
be extended by external code.

In this paper, we do not deal with issues related to the heap and its analysis.
Hence the language on which we are going to define our analysis does not contain
field accesses, aliasing, etc., but it deals only with variables. The object oriented
programs we analyzed are preprocessed by a sound heap analysis that replaces
heap accesses with variables. This means that method calls may have side effects
on these variables. The heap analysis we perform is quite rough: intuitively, we
approximate all the instances of the same class with the same variable, and
we perform weak updates [4] as these abstract references may represent several



concrete references. Then the number of abstract references is bounded to the
number of classes of the analyzed program. In this way we preserve the scalability
of our approach. On the other hand, it may seem that this approach is too much
coarse since we approximate all the fields having the same static type with
the same variable. Indeed, this does not particularly affect the precision of our
approach because, for the most part of the programs we analyzed, the content
of fields is first stored in a local variable (and in this way we obtain a specific
variable identifier), and then type checking and casts are performed on this local
variable.

Consider now the type hierarchy depicted in Figure 3a. The class Object is
extended by several subclasses that represent different types in a programming
language, e.g., Boolean. The abstract class Number is extended by several sub-
classes, each representing one possible numerical type, e.g., Integer. For instance,
Figure 3b represents a situation in which the static type of a variable is Number.
The static type information guarantees that the objects assigned to a variable
are instances of its static type or of one of its subclasses. Thus instances of Long,
Float, etc. may be assigned to a variable whose static type is Number.

The first abstract domain we are going to define is DT. It is aimed at ap-
proximating information about the dynamic type of variables. Figure 3c depicts
a case in which we assign an object instance of the Integer class (darker area)
to a variable of static type Number (light grey area). The information about
dynamic typing comes mainly from assignments, type casts, new statement, and
assumption of instanceof conditions. Since we rely on DbC, if a method has no
postcondition about the dynamic type of variables (e.g., the returned value), we
would abstract its type information using its static type after the method call.

The second domain we are going to define is NT. It abstracts the types that
a variable cannot be instance of. For instance, Figure 3d depicts a situation in
which a variable of static type Number cannot be instance of Double, Integer, or
Short. In this way we can discard some leaves of the type tree. This information
is collected when we assume the negation of an instanceof boolean condition. We
could have adopted a different approach capturing a set of types for each variable
representing all the possible types a variable can have at a given program point.
In this way, we may model that an object cannot be instance of a type simply
removing the type from the set of types related to it. Unluckily this solution is
not feasible for two main reasons. Imagine to be after a method call, where we
know only the static type of a variable. In this context, assuming that an object
cannot be instance of a given type (i) may affect the performance (e.g., if its
static type is Object and we have to exclude String we should relate the variable
to a set of types of huge dimensions), (ii) cannot be represented since our analysis
is modular and external code usually defines and instantiates new classes. One
may argue that, since we are interested in proving the exhaustiveness of pattern
matching, we can restrict the analysis only on types that cannot be extended
by external code. With such restriction the approach based on set of possible
types would be feasible, and performance could be preserved supposing that we
have few subclasses. First of all, we want to track information also on classes



that can be externally extended, in order to eventually provide information to
developers like “if this class would be sealed, then the pattern matching would
be exhaustive”. This solution would not collect the information necessary to
provide this output. In addition, we do not expect in general that sealed classes
(or more generally classes that cannot be extended by external code) have only
few subclasses, since each subclass may be used to represent a particular case of
a complex data structure.

Combining DT and NT, we are in position to obtain precise information about
types and prove the safety of some cast operations, and the unreachability of
some code, in particular when dealing with pattern matching.

The analysis works on a simple object oriented language. We designed it in
order to translate the main object oriented programming languages into this lan-
guage. In this way, we want to apply our analysis to several languages. Up to now,
we have developed the translation of the Scala programming language. Thus our
analysis is focused on the code obtained from the Scala pattern matching state-
ments. In this context, if we prove that a MatchError exception is unreachable,
this means that the pattern matching is exhaustive.

The analysis has been implemented and the experimental results underline
that our approach scales up. We are in position to analyze Scala libraries (more
than 30.000 methods) in less than one hour, and in average we require 90 mil-
liseconds to analyze a single method. In addition, it turns out that the analysis
is precise in practice. In fact, we are able to prove the exhaustiveness of 42% of
pattern matchings (that may contain not only type cases but also other cases
whose information is not captured by our analysis) and 27% of the type casts
without any manual annotation of the code.

The following of this section introduces some preliminaries on abstract inter-
pretation. Section 2 presents the language that we analyze. Section 3 introduces
the concrete domain and semantics, while Section 4 formalizes the two domains
adopted by our analysis, and explains how they work on an example. Section
5 presents the experimental results, and Section 6 introduces the related work.
Finally, Section 7 concludes and discusses the future work.

1.2 Abstract Interpretation

Our approach is based on abstract interpretation [7, 8], a theory for defining and
soundly approximating the semantics of a program. A concrete semantics, aimed
at specifying the runtime properties of interest, is defined. Then it is approxi-
mated to obtain an abstract semantics computable but still precise enough to
capture the property of interest, and specified by an abstract domain and an
abstract transition function.

Formally, the concrete domain D is a lattice 〈D,vC,⊥C,>C,tC,uC〉. The
concrete elements are related to the abstract domain 〈D,vA,⊥A,>A,tA,uA〉 by
a concretization function γ and an abstraction function α. In order to obtain a
sound analysis, we require that they form a Galois connection; we denote it by
〈D,vC,⊥C,>C,tC,uC〉 −−−→←−−−α

γ
〈D,vA,⊥A,>A,tA,uA〉.



C ::= x = E (C1) E ::= new T() (E1) B ::= x instanceof T (B1)
declare x : T (C2) x (E2) ! x instanceof T (B2)
assume(B) (C3) (T) x (E3)
x.M(y1, ..., yn) (C4)

Table 1: OO core language

A semantics is defined on the abstract and concrete domains. Given a state
of the domain and a statement, it produces the result of the execution of the
statement starting from the given state. The abstract semantics S has to soundly
approximate the concrete one, that is ∀d ∈ D : SJγ(d)K vA γ ◦ SJdK. Usually, the
semantics is defined as the computation of a fixpoint [8].

Different domains can be combined in Cartesian products. Let A × B be
the Cartesian product of abstract domains A and B. The lattice operators are
defined as the pointwise application on the components of the pairs of the lattice
operator on each abstract domain. The reduced product A � B is a Cartesian
product on which a reduce function is provided: given a state of the Cartesian
product, it mutually refines the information contained in each domain using the
information provided by the other domain.

Generic analyzers Abstract interpretation can be applied in order to develop
generic analyzers [5]. In particular, this theory allows one to define a composi-
tional analysis, e.g., an analysis that can be instantiated with different numerical
domains, and in order to analyze different properties. Many different generic an-
alyzers have been proposed recently [15, 19, 25]. The type analysis we present in
this paper has been implemented in Sample (Static Analyzer of Multiple Pro-
gramming LanguagEs). This generic analyzer can be plugged with different nu-
merical domains and heap analysis. In addition, it can be extended with new
analyses like our type analysis.

2 Language

We introduce a core language in order to make explicit the main characteristics
of our abstract domains. It consists of assignments (C1), declarations of vari-
ables (C2), assumptions of boolean conditions (C3), and method calls (C4). An
expression that can be assigned to a variable is the instantiation of a class (E1),
another variable (E2), or the cast of a variable (E3). A condition can be the
check that the dynamic type is instance of (B1) or it is not instance of (B2) a
type.

We focus our attention only on the main aspects of the type analysis we are
interested in, that is, casts and runtime checks of dynamic types. Nevertheless,
our implementation covers all the features of current programming languages, as
numerical operations, field accesses, etc. Intuitively, we represent the body of a



EJnew T(), dK = T BJx instanceof T, dK = SJx = E, dK = d[x 7→ EJE, dK]
EJx, dK = d(x) = d(x) vT T SJdeclare x : T, dK = d[x 7→ T]
EJ(T) x, dK = BJ!B, dK = ¬BJB, dK SJassume(B), dK =

=

{
d(x) if d(x) vT T
⊥ otherwise

=

{
⊥ if BJB, dK = false
d if BJB, dK = true

SJx.M(y1, ..., yn), dK =
= execute(x.M(y1, ..., yn), d)

Table 2: Collecting semantics

method through a Control Flow Graph (CFG). Each block in the CFG contains
a list of statements. Different blocks are connected through edges that could
eventually contain a boolean condition to represent conditional jumps. In this
way, we support control structures like if statements and while loops.

3 Concrete Domain and Collecting Semantics

The concrete domain is composed by environments that collect the dynamic type
for each variable. Formally, Env : [Var → T]. The concrete domain is composed
by sets of environments. Each environment represents one possible execution
of the program in a given point. The lattice is obtained using set operators.
Formally, 〈℘(Env),⊆,∪,∩,Env, ∅〉.

We define the collecting semantics as a function that, given an environment
and a statement, returns the environment resulting from the execution of the
given statement on the given environment. Table 2 reports the formal definition
of this collecting semantics1. vT corresponds to the subtype relation, while ⊥
is used to represent a situation in which the execution is stopped because of
an unsafe dynamic cast. The collecting semantics is aimed at formalizing the
runtime behaviors focusing on the information we are interested. The extension
of this semantics to our concrete domain (that is made by set of environments)
is the application of this semantics on each environment in the initial state.

S is the basic step adopted in order to compute the semantics of a method on
its CFG representation. Intuitively, we build up incrementally the traces repre-
senting the executions of a method relying on S to perform single computational
steps [6]. Since non-deterministic behaviors are possible (e.g., because of inputs
from the user) and these may also affect the type information, we consider sets
of traces.

4 Abstract Domain and Semantics

In this section, we present and formalize the two abstract domains of our analysis,
how we combine them, and we explain how they work in practice on the example
1 execute(x.M(y1, ..., yn), d) resolves and executes method M on d



presented in Figure 2. Note that we will define the abstract semantics only on
single statements. Its extension to blocks and CFGs is obtained as usual in
approaches based on abstract interpretation and trace semantics relying on the
upper bound operators [7].

4.1 Static Typing

The programming language introduced in Section 2 provides some information
on the static types of variables. We suppose that a subtype relation vT is pro-
vided, and that this is a partial ordering. Given two types t1, t2 ∈ T, t1 vT t2 if
and only if t1 is subtype of t2. We denote by tT and uT respectively the upper
and lower bound operators univocally identified by vT. These operators form a
lattice. In this way, we support the most part of common object oriented type
systems [3], like the ones of Java, C#, Scala, and F#.

Each type represents itself and all the types that are its subtype. Note that
this is exactly the semantics of a static type: at runtime a variable of static type t
can have a type that is t or one of its subtypes. Formally, the concretization of a
type t is defined as γT(t) = {t′ : t′ vT t}. Since information about static typing
can be considered as syntactic sugar, we suppose that a function statictype :
[Var→ T] is provided. Given a variable, it returns its static type.

4.2 DT: Dynamic Typing

DT abstracts the dynamic type of variables. Relying on T we build up the domain
DT : [Var→ T] that relates each variable to its dynamic type. The operators on
the lattice 〈DT,vDT,tDT,uDT,>DT,⊥DT〉 are obtained as the functional exten-
sion of the ones of T. The information inferred by DT is refined with the static
type information provided by the statictype function: if the type of a variable
v is not yet defined, the dynamic type domain returns its static type, that is,
statictype(v). The concretization of DT is defined as the functional extension of
γT as well. Formally, γDT(f) = {[v 7→ t] : v ∈ dom(f) ∧ t ∈ γT(f(v))}.

Semantics

DTJx = y, dtK = dt[x 7→ dt(y)]
DTJx = new T(), dtK = dt[x 7→ T]
DTJx = (T)y, dtK = dt[x 7→ T uT dt(y), y 7→ T uT dt(y)]
DTJassume(x instanceof T), dtK = dt[x 7→ dt(x) uT T]
DTJx.M(y1, ..., yn), dtK = DTJassume(rename(postconditionM)),>DTK

When a variable is assigned to another one (x = y), we capture that the dynamic
type of x is the type of y. Similarly, when we assign to a variable the instance
of a fresh object, we relate this variable to the type of the new object. The
dynamic type of the assignment of a cast to type T of a variable y is the lower
bound between the dynamic type of y and type T. Thus, it may be the case in



which it contains a type that is more approximated than T even if the cast is
safe. After the cast, we know that its dynamic type will be surely T or one of
its subtypes. This is why we take the lower bound between the dynamic type of
the variable and T. In a similar way, when we test to true a boolean condition
like x instanceof T, we track that the dynamic type of x is the lower bound of
its type and T. When we analyze a method call, we assume the postconditions
of this method call, that may contain some type information, on the top state
of the DT domain. Since we do not consider framing information, we suppose
that potentially a method may access and assign all the variables of the current
state of computation. Then we assume the postcondition on a top state in or-
der to preserve the soundness of our analysis. In addition, we suppose that a
rename function is provided, and it renames all the variables contained in the
postcondition matching the calling environment.

Running Example At the beginning of the analysis of method extract we have
no information about dynamic typing, but we know that the static type of x is
Option. When we analyze the condition of the if branch at line 2 we calculate
that the state leading to the then statement of our dynamic type domain is
[x 7→ Something], since the condition is evaluated to true. In the same way, at
line 4 we obtain that [x 7→ None]. Thus we prove that the cast at line 3 is safe,
while we are not able yet to detect that line 6 is unreachable.

4.3 NT: Not-instance-of Domain

The second domain we introduce is NT. This domain is aimed at collecting the
types an object cannot be instance of at a given point of the program.

First of all, we define a lattice that collects sets of types. The intuition behind
them is that they contain all the types of which a variable cannot be instance
of. Thus let NT be this domain, i.e., NT = ℘(T). Its concretization contains all
the types that are not in the given set or that are subtypes of one of the types
in the set. Formally, γNT(f) = {[v 7→ t : v ∈ dom(f) ∧ @t′ ∈ f(v) : t vT t′]}. The
ordering operator on NT is not the subset operator, as more types we have, more
precise we are. On the other hand, it is neither the superset operator, as several
types may be subtypes of the same type, and they are different elements of the
set. Thus the ordering operator is defined as

nt1 vNT nt2 ⇔ ∀v ∈ dom(nt2) : v ∈ dom(nt1)∧∀t2 ∈ nt2(v) : ∃t1 ∈ nt1(v) : t2 vT t1

The other lattice operators are the ones induced by vNT. The bottom element
for a single variable is the set containing only the top type (e.g., Object in Java or
Any in Scala). The concretization of this element would be all the types that are
not subtype of the top type, i.e., the empty set. We denote by⊥NT a function that
relates all the variables to {>T}. Formally, ⊥NT = λx.{>T}. The top element is
the empty function. Formally, 〈NT,vNT,tNT,uNT,⊥NT, ∅〉.



Semantics

NTJx = y, ntK = nt[x 7→ nt(y)]
NTJx = new T, ntK = nt[x 7→ ∅]
NTJx = (T)y, ntK = nt[x 7→ nt(y)]
NTJassume(! x instanceof T, nt)K = nt[x 7→ nt(x) ∪ {T}]
NTJx.M(y1, ..., yn), dtK = DTJassume(reaname(postconditionM)),>NTK

We are interested in collecting which types a variable is not instance of. When
a variable y is assigned to x (with or without cast), we track that the types x
cannot be instance of are the same of y. When we assign a new instance of a
class to a variable, we forget everything we knew about that variable. In this
way, we lose some information: we could consider that the variable cannot be
instance of all the types that are not subtype of the instantiated class. On the
other hand, this would be computationally expensive, the same information is
already contained in DT, and we are going to combine this domain with NT.
NT is also interested to approximate information when a boolean condition like
x instanceof List is tested to false. For instance, when we analyze the if statement
if(x instanceof List) C1; else C2, we know that in the else branch x cannot be
instance of List, and we add List to the state of the NT domain before analyzing
C2. The method call is managed as in DT: method calls may have side effects
on variables, arbitrarily changing their dynamic type. In order to preserve the
soundness of our approach, the only information we have after the method call
is that the postcondition of the called method holds.

Running Example The NT domain models information on the example pre-
sented in Figure 2 when we test to false conditions containing instanceof. Thus
at line 4 (i.e., the else branch of the if statement at line 2) its state is [x 7→
{Something}]. At line 6 (i.e., the else branch of the if statement at line 4) its
state is [x 7→ {Something,None}]. Unluckily, NT alone is not enough in order to
prove that line 6 is unreachable, as it knows nothing about the static or dynamic
types of x.

4.4 FT: Reduced Product of DT and NT

The DT domain infers the dynamic type of a variable. NT collects the types
a variable cannot be instance of. Thus these domains model different types of
information, but we can mutually refine them. In particular, we are interested in
checking if the information contained by NT about a variable is not compatible
with the one contained in DT. In this case, we know that this point of the
program is unreachable, and thus we can refine our domain to the bottom state.
For instance, consider an abstract sealed class I (thus it cannot be instantiated
nor extended by external code) that is implemented by two classes O1 and O2.
If we know from DT that the dynamic type of a variable x is I, but from NT we
know that x cannot be instance of O1 nor O2, then there is no possible type for
x.



Line DT NT Reduced FT

2 [x 7→ Option] ∅
3 [x 7→ Something] ∅
4 [x 7→ Option] [x 7→ {Something}]
5 [x 7→ None] [x 7→ {Something}]
6 [x 7→ Option] [x 7→ {Something, None}] ⊥FT

Table 3: Results of the analysis of the example

Formally, let be FT the reduced product of DT and NT, i.e., FT = DT�NT.
The lattice operators of 〈FT,vFT,tFT,uFT,>FT,⊥FT〉 are defined as usual when
dealing with the product of domains. The reduction function redFT is defined as

redFT : [FT→ FT]

redFT((d, n)) =


⊥FT if ∃x ∈ dom(d) : getType(x, d) = t∧

∀t1 ∈ γT(t) : abstract(t1) = false ∧ ∃t2 ∈ n : t1 vT t2∧
t cannot be extended by external code

(d, n) otherwise

where abstract : [T→ {true, false}] is a function that, given a type, checks if the
given type cannot be instantiated, e.g., it is an interface or an abstract class in
Java, or a trait in Scala.

The reduction function is aimed at discovering if the information contained in
NT is not compatible with the information contained in DT. It returns ⊥FT if and
only if (i) all the types a variable can be instance of following the information
contained in DT are excluded at least by one type contained in NT, (ii) the
type related to the variable in DT cannot be extended by external code (e.g.,
it is declared as sealed in Scala). In this way we achieve the modularity in our
analysis. Note that this reduction is partial, as there may be other ways to refine
the information contained in the different domains. Anyway, we did not find
useful other reductions of the information contained in this domain in order to
improve the precision of our analysis.

The concretization of FT is defined as the intersection of the pointwise appli-
cation of γDT and γNT. Formally, γFT((d, n)) = γDT(d) ∩ γNT(n). The semantics
FT is defined as the pointwise application of DT and NT.

Theorem 1. The fixpoint trace semantics based on FT is sound with respect to
the one based on S.

Running Example Table 3 reports the results of the FT domain when applied
to method extract of the example presented in Figure 2. We already pointed out
how the information is captured by the abstract domains. The reduced product
refines the information contained in the two domains at line 6 discovering that



it is not possible for variable x to be instance of Option, and not to be instance
of Something and None at the same time. In fact, these two classes represent all
the possible instances of Option. Note that Option is declared as sealed, hence it
cannot be extended by external code. Therefore the reduced product is able to
discover that line 6 is unreachable, and MatchError cannot be thrown. Previously,
we discovered that DT proved that the cast at line 3 is safe, thus, in a Java
environment, a ClassCastException cannot be thrown. Using this information,
we may improve the runtime performance (for instance removing the last if
statement since the else branch is unreachable) and provide useful information to
developers in order to debug programs, since we guarantee that pattern matching
is exhaustive in the original Scala code.

5 Experimental Results

Casts MatchErrors
#m t tm v nv p v nv p

actors 1626 3’56” 145.35 47 104 31.13% 20 17 54.05%
collection 14578 10’21” 42.63 183 509 26.45% 42 74 36.21%

util 4926 8’21” 101.75 126 508 10.87% 36 65 35.64%
xml 2786 6’21” 136.59 108 286 27.41% 5 21 19.23%

mainlib 8218 12’02” 87.82 97 196 33.11% 37 12 75.51%
scala lib 35732 54’02” 90.72 725 1951 27.09% 156 208 42.86%

We applied our analysis to all the Scala library v. 2.7.7. We executed the analysis
on an Intel Code 2 Quad CPU 2.83 GHz with 4 GB of RAM, running Windows 7,
and the Java SE Runtime Environment 1.6.0 16-b01. The preceding table reports
the experimental results. Column #m reports the number of analyzed methods.
Column t reports the time required to analyze these methods2, while tm reports
the time required in average to analyze a single method in milliseconds. We
report the number of validated cases (column v), not validated (nv) cases, and
the overall precision (p) of our analysis when analyzing both type casts and
reachability of MatchError exceptions.

The Scala library contains more than 35.000 methods. In average we analyze
a method in 90 milliseconds. Thus our analysis is quite efficient, and it scales up.
When we analyze the type casts, we are not able to distinguish between casts due
to the compilation of pattern matchings, and other casts, since our analysis works
on the code obtained after the transformations and simplifications performed by
the Scala compiler. Hence our analysis takes into account all the casts contained
in the program. We are able to automatically prove safe more than 27% of all the
casts. We think that this result goes beyond our initial goal (that was, to precisely
analyze pattern matching), since we proved the safety of more than 700 casts
while there were only 364 MatchError exceptions (that means that there were
364 pattern matchings). On the other hand, in general a precision less than 30%
is not particularly satisfying. We analyzed these warnings, and it turns out that
2 This time takes into account also the heap analysis



the most part is due to erasure of type generics of Scala compiler. For instance,
when we access the next element of a list of Integer objects, this is compiled into
a program that takes the next element of a list of Object instances and casts it to
Integer. Obviously, since we do not have information about generics, we cannot
prove the safety of this code. We plan to apply our analysis to languages that
preserve generic type information in order to study how this feature can improve
the precision of our analysis. A minor part of the warnings is induced by the
lack of contracts. Since the Scala library is not annotated, each time we have
a method call we forget everything is contained in DT and NT. We expect the
we may improve the precision of our analysis adding some contracts concerning
framing information in particular.

About the reachability of MatchError, we proved that about 43% of these
exceptions is unreachable. This result is particular encouraging: even if we took
into account a part of the information that can be used in pattern matching and
we do not annotate the code with contracts, we proved that almost half of the
existing pattern matchings is safe, and we can remove the MatchError exception.
Usually we were not able to prove the exhaustiveness of pattern matchings when
they contain some checks on numerical information. In a minor part of the cases,
we failed to prove the exhaustiveness because the pattern matching was not
exhaustive since it expected to receive a particular type of expression. Contracts
would be the solution in order to express that a method expects that an argument
can have only some specific types (e.g., not all the ones that are subtype of its
static type), thus we expect that we could improve the precision adding this
annotation.

6 Related Work

The related work is addressed mainly into two directions: the static analysis of
type information in order to optimize virtual calls, and static analysis of pattern
matching.

The first topic has been studied during the last 15 years. Object oriented
languages introduced the idea of virtual calls: we do not know at compile time
exactly which method we are calling, but we need some runtime information (for
instance, the dynamic type of the object on which we are calling the method).
Thus the binding of the called method is dynamic, and this step may require an
overhead. Applying static analysis to reduce and bound the number of virtual
calls improves the runtime performance of programs. In this context, many ap-
proaches were proposed [2]. Some of them performs an inter-procedural analysis
[17], while our approach relies on contracts. Other approaches analyze the class
hierarchy statically [9], and check if the virtual call can refer only to one im-
plementation of the method in this context. These approaches usually consider
information only about dynamic types.

A recent work [20] proposed a type analysis based on the abstract interpre-
tation theory in order to optimize JavaScript code. This analysis is focused on
the numerical information that can be assigned to a variable in order to infer



if we can adopt an Int32 type instead of a Float64 type. Using this information
the code is optimized. This approach is focused on the numerical information
and adopts this information to infer the types of variables, while our approach
approximates information on the types of variables to check which casts are safe
and if some statements are unreachable.

Recent work applied static analysis techniques to prove properties of pattern
matching. Mitchell and Runciman [22] proposed an analysis to check if non-
exhaustive pattern matching in Haskell could lead to failures. In particular, it
infers preconditions that are strong enough to prove that the pattern matching
never fails. Our approach is aimed at discovering which pattern matchings are
non-exhaustive, instead of inferring which constraints are necessary in order to
make exhaustive a pattern matching that is not.

Dotta et al. [10] introduced a verification system that checks the disjointness,
reachability, and exhaustiveness of Scala pattern matching. Global information
about the program is inferred through different kinds of formulas. The authors
do not formalize how these formulas are inferred, and there is no proof about
the soundness of the approach. Instead, we fully formalized our approach and
we proved its soundness. On the other hand, their analysis tracks more infor-
mation than ours. Their implementation requires up to some seconds to prove
the exhaustiveness of some case studies. Our analysis tracks information only of
type-based pattern matchings, but it is scales up.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented a static type analysis focused on pattern matching. We
introduced and combined two distinct abstract domains, each abstracting differ-
ent information (dynamic typing, and not-instance-of information). We proved
the soundness of our approach relying on the abstract interpretation framework.
The analysis has been implemented in Sample, and the experimental results
proved the scalability and the precision of our approach.

As future work, we plan to combine our analysis with some numerical domains
in order to study if considering this information improves the precision of our
analysis. In addition, we plan to exploit the information captured by our analysis
to optimize the programs resulting from the Scala compiler, and to study how
much this optimization may improve the runtime performance of some Scala
benchmarks.
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